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the end of the year
is HERE. almost?

WHAT A REMARKABLE SET OF MONTHS IT HAS BEEN FOR THE MARYMOUNT COMMUNITY. WE LOOK FORWARD
TO WRAPPING UP OUR FIRST VOLUME AND THIS IS WHY WE INVITE YOU ALL TO GET INVOLVED IN THE
PUBLISHING OF OUR LAST EDITION OF THE YEAR. LET’S UNITE TO BRING OUR SCHOOL MORE CONTENT,
PERSPECTIVE AND MONTHS-OLD ‘NEWS’. PLEASE SEND ANY WORK TO ROUWENDYK@EMSB.QC.CA
ALI AND AMIR, BADR-ELDEEN SEC V IB

ment of these skills in a student is one of
the IB programme’s primary goals.

Recently, the Sec Vs in the IB programme
presented the products of their final year
personal projects.

The Sec Vs have been working on these
projects since the beginning of the year
and it shows. There was one very important thing they all had in common, they
were all incredibly well-made. Each project was clearly the result of a great deal of
personal dedication and enthusiasm.

The aim of the personal project is to assess what students are able to come up
with through a self-directed inquiry process and it necessitates a certain set of
skills that allow us to improve our practises and achieve our goals. The develop-

With the guidance of our wonderful IB
Coordinator, Ms. Raskin — the projects

were infinitely unique, covering a huge
variety of topics. Ranging from cookbooks and dresses to exquisite presentations about the Royal Canadian Air Cadets
and the influence that graffiti has had on
modern art. It was a truly enriching experience to see the products representing
the countless numbers of hours invested.
Hopefully the current Sec IV IB students
can take inspiration and surpass the already incredibly high bar the Sec Vs have
set. We can’t wait to see what our 2023
prospects have in store!

COMPLETED IB PERSONAL PROJECTS
CONGRATS TO OUR SEC V IB STUDENTS WHO HAVE DEDICATED THEIR TIME OVER THE PAST YEAR TO CREATE THEIR PROJECTS
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GETTING
INTO CEGEP

WHAT ARE
YOUR GOALS?
GOALS, WE ALL HAVE THEM,
SOME OF US HAVE BIG ONES
AND SOME NOT SO MUCH

A CONVERSATION WITH MS. FREED

THALIA VALENCIA GOALS

We are all like dogs chasing after
them in some way or another. But
there are always snake-like distractions all around us, for example, the
obvious ones like social media, although if we look a bit more in-depth we can see that everything from
unwanted thoughts to ‘friends’ can
be distractions.

RAHMAH AL-ANI INTERVIEW WITH MS. FREED

I How long have
you been working
for the Administration or the EMSB?
I’ve been working
there for 39 years,
and I retired in 2013
but I’m working now
part time because of
the shortage of guidance counsellors.
II How do you work
with students who
are stressed with
applying to CEGEP
and how do you
comfort them?
Everyone is stressed when it comes
to applying and
thinking about getting in and everyone worries whether
they’re going to get
accepted or not.
And the way our
education system is
set, there are many
other paths to go
through if they are
not accepted into
college and to finish their post-secondary education
because a student
has to make up

some courses or go
to adult education
but in the end, there
is always a way for
a student to finish
their education.
III Why is it harder
for students to get
into Dawson?
Because of the high
number of application numbers they
get, whether it’s anglophones or francophones.
Dawson has also
been very competitive for a number
of years and a lot
of people apply because of how well
known it is and the
different programmes they provide,
but all the other CEGEPS have the same
system of education
because it all falls
under the Ministry
of Education curriculum. The other
CEGEPS are great
and getting into
any of them would
be excellent, but
it’s also a personal
choice, as in “Whe-

re does the person
think they’re going
to do best?”, it may
be Dawson, Vanier,
Champlain or even
John Abbott, but
it all depends on
which environment
is best for the student to work in and
study at.
IV Do you think it’s
better to get into
any
programme,
even if it’s not the
one you chose?
I think it’s better
to get your foot
through the door.
It’s better to get
into a programme
early on, not when
fall comes along
and you’re not sure
where you’re going.
Any programme is
better than none.
Later on, take the
pre-requisites that
are needed for your
programme
and
then transfer into
the programme you
want.
But sometimes students need a break
from studying, to
clear their heads
and focus on what

they want to do.
V If a student is
stressed out in college, are there any
facilities that help
them?
There are many facilities to help the
students that attend
college. Every single college has student services where
they have psychologists, counsellors,
career coaches and
mental health support. There is also
academic support
like tutoring or peer
tutoring, and accommodations
if
the students have
any disabilities and
can’t focus.
There are all kinds
of supports at college, but the student must be the
one to take the first
step and ask for that
help. And I must tell
students if they see
themselves letting
go or dropping their
grades, ask for help
right away because the college isn’t
going to chase after
them.

As I said, they are everywhere. But
it’s up to you to realize what and who
they are so that you can start heading
to the path that you want to go to.
Remember, you are the only one who
can steady yourself and prove to
everyone that says you were not capable are wrong. So when you start
getting distracted again remember,
you have goals to chase not people
to impress!

SIGN OF THE MONTH: TAURUS
STRONG-MINDED PEOPLE
ARE ALWAYS TAURUSES.
THEY HAVE A STRONG
DESIRE TO BE SOCIABLE,
INVOLVED IN WHAT’S
HAPPENING AROUND
THEM AND HAVE A
STRONG STANDING WHEREVER THEY MAY BE.
RAHMAH AL-ANI
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project
charles
THERE ARE LOTS OF GREAT PEOPLE NAMED CHARLES
IN HISTORY: CHARLES DARWIN, CHARLES, PRINCE OF
WALES, CHARLES DICKENS, CHARLIE CHAPLIN
MR. CHARLES SEEMS TO BE THE ONLY PERSON WITH
CHARLES AS HIS SURNAME

TEAM MOMENTUM DID YOU KNOW? – MR. CHARLES EDITION

• A human has 10 fingers. But it seems that in Math class, you
only need 3 – “One finger if you did everything perfectly, two
fingers mean you just made some small mistakes and you
know how to fix them, three fingers mean you did it wrong
and you still don’t understand”.
• The Teams comment: “can we see your dog?” got four thumbs
up reactions and one like.
• Mr. Charles once told us a story: he watched a car that went
over the speed limit, got a ticket, and later, the car speeded
again and got another ticket. “Don’t make the same mistakes
again”, he said, *face serious*. This is a seemingly metaphorical story about learning from errors. However, did Mr. Charles
really spend half the day watching a car?... Fascinating.
• Mr. Charles does not spin on his chair (like certain students…
and teachers do). And he certainly does not say: “why is this
chair so low?”, while spinning on his chair (like certain teachers do).
• “The devil makes work for idle hands, Talal”. -Quote.
• Frozen 3 may be released next year? Whether or not it is, try
to stay attentive during math class to prevent your camera
from getting frostbite. “My camera is not working for some
reason…” – Quote from the frozen image of Mr. Charles’ silhouette. We could hear the immense icy confusion.
• Why are water bottles not round? How are weather reports
made from parabolas? Mr. Charles gave us the answers in
class. Don’t know how to answer? You weren’t listening.
• “I’m not sure I understand your question.” -Quote.
• Mr. Charles can remember up to 60 digits of π. However, he
often forgets to hand out masks.
• When Mr. Charles says “good morning everybody” and pauses, he is waiting for a reply.
• “I try very hard to find places where I can take off marks”.
Congrats, we survived.
• YYYY-MM-DD is the only format that the Standards Council of Canada officially recommends for all-numeric dates. So
don’t blame yourself next time if you can’t tell whether 02/12
is February 12th or December 2nd – it’s not your fault. (I apologize for Mr. Charles’s 02.22.22 puns).
• You can’t get bonus points for class evaluations. However,
you can improve your score by doing corrections in unit tests.
Why is that so?
• To create darkness and plunge the school into eternal
night, you do not need dark magic. Nor dark matter. You
just need to ask Mr. Charles to tell a joke – he has a dark
sense of Math humour.

• There’s a saying, “what a teacher writes on the blackboard
of life can never be erased”. That being said, the homework
written with the yellow chalk on the front blackboard has
been unchanged since last September.
• The challenging ‘Question of the Week’ on the side whiteboard dates back to last October; 15 weeks ago.
• There used to be a tie on the speaker. Where is it now?
• On the afternoon of April 14, the temperatures in Mr. Ouwendyk’s, Ms. Iacobo’s and Ms. Khan’s classrooms were,
respectively, 26.1°C, 26.2°C and 25.7°C. However, the temperature in Mr. Charles’s classroom was 27.8°C, almost
a whole 2°C higher than the average. (Even though the
windows are always open in the classroom, there is never
wind in the room. An ingeniously scientific design to keep
us warm in winter, but it’s spring now)... So next time you
get warm, drowsy and start napping in math class… you
know why.
• “I don’t know what to tell you. I honestly don’t know.”
*spreads hands* in a Mr. Charles fashion.
We may laugh at our teachers, we may tease, but in our hearts,
we are thankful. A big SinQ/CosQ to all the teachers! We know
teaching us is not as easy as pi sometimes. Still, you help us
and believe in us in every way. Every ‘excellent’, ‘good job’, ‘well
done’ or smiley face sticker speaks for the invaluable effort you
had put into us. So, thank you!
A little after math time...
• Why did the math book look so sad? Because it had too many
problems
• Not all math puns are awful, just sum
• Which triangle is the coldest? Ice-sosceles triangle
• Why was the math teacher late for school? It took the rhombus
• Math: the only place where people buy 64 watermelons and
no one wonders why.
• No plants in the math classroom? Because they grow square
roots
• There are always alge-bros in the class
• Why are obtuse angles always depressed? Because they are
never right.
• Why does nobody argue with circles? Because it is pointless.
• What’s a math teacher’s favourite kind of tree? Geometry.
• Why was math class so long? The teacher kept going off on a
tangent.

Pictured here is Mr. Charles “using a shotgun [and/or hammer] to kill a mosquito”
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ALI AND AMIR, BADR-ELDEEN BIXI

Spring has arrived! The weather’s annual
campaign of refrigeration against Canadians has ended and we have once again
emerged victorious, marvelling at the
warmth of 10°C.
As the sun melts the snow and the streets
are cleared of loose change previously
stuck under layers of ice, Bixi is making
its return to Montreal. Bixi bikes are
scheduled to re-enter service on 15 April
and we sure are excited. Biking is a great
way to get some exercise while still having fun. This could be a feasible alternative to taking the metro, with docks located all over the city and one right near
Villa-Maria Metro, and it’s also healthier.
Cycling has been shown to lessen stress
levels while also getting you from point
A to point B. Many students have already
expressed their interest in cycling either
through Bixi’s service or on their own bikes.
THE INVASION HAS BEGUN
CYCLISTS ARE ON OUR STREETS. WHAT’S NEXT, APES ON HORSES?

MR. OUWENBIKE
Mr. Ouwendyk is famously fond of bicycles. He is also not shy of professing his
distaste for cars, having once said in class
something along the lines of: “drivers are
the lowest form of life”. Many students of
Mr. Ouwedyk’s may already know that not
only does he abhor the car, but he also refuses to drive one. According to him, if he
ever has to temporarily venture into this
third circle of the inferno — that is to say;
commuting by automobile — he does not
drive himself but instead allows someone
else to serve in this capacity.

© Photo by Jacques Boissinot / The Canadian Press
MAJOR COMPROMISES HAVE BEEN MADE BY THE CAQ ON BILL 96
IF YOU CHOOSE TO ATTEND AN ENGLISH CEGEP, YOU WILL HAVE TWO CHOICES

You may have heard about Bill 96 and been
stressed out about it if your French isn’t the
best. If this is you, you may rejoice and dance
in the streets.
The CAQ has made major compromises meaning
that — if you choose to go to an English CEGEP
— you will have the choice of taking three extra
French courses based on your level or taking three
subjects in French. It seems that either the CAQ
has realized that this will actually help people
learn French rather than punish anglophones — or
it is an election year.

Mr. Ouwendyk often points to one of two
justifications as to why he chooses to
commute by two-wheeled steed rather
than four-wheeled beast. Firstly, in his
own words: “I’m cheap”. Mr. Ouwendyk,
possibly due to his Dutch background,
takes pride in being, as he considers himself to be, more than a little frugal. This
has played into his decision to forgo what
is often considered to be a basic necessity
of life in North America. As he explains,
he has used the money that he saved by
not having to pay for auto insurance, fuel
or ‘creative’ mechanics and has instead
used those funds to pay off his mortgage; like a responsible adult. We should all
yearn to be more like Mr. Ouwendyk — a
wise and penny-pinching Dutchman.
“Copper wire was invented by two Dutchmen fighting over the same penny”.
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RSEQ FUTSAL
CHAMPIONS
ALI AND AMIR, BADR-ELDEEN

This has been a very exciting time for
Marymount, not only have our fellow students been achieving academic success,
the juvenile-boys futsal team has won the
championship.
It’s been an impressive season with zero
losses and multiple wins by outstanding
margins.
So what is it exactly that made the team
work so well together? According to Gabriel
Tonelli Maia, “Basically, I think the key part
of our success was practice and I have to
thank my two coaches… I think that everyone was important in this process. Sure,
we always had the starting lineup, but we
always need the substitutions to catch our
breath. So I think everyone was equally important”.
Every great sports film has some kind of
great climax—a defining moment— a parabola in the quadratic. Maybe those movies aren’t so unrealistic: “I think that we
turned the key when we tied Billings 5-5;
here, playing at home. Then when we went
there to play and beat them 15-3. At this
point, we realized that we would be champions”.
Congratulations to the Juvenile Boys for
dominating this year’s division in the RSEQ
Futsal tournament!

EMSB SPEAK UP AND POETRY SLAM COMPETITION

SPOKEN WORD
COMPETITION
CONGRATULATIONS ALL OF THE WINNNERS AND COMPETITORS IN
THIS YEAR’S POETRY AND SPOKEN WORD COMPETITION!
The poems were all impeccably well-written and poignant, and the performances
were exquisite. They made us proud to be
Marymount Academy students and helped
us to get in touch with our emotions, which
is the most crucial thing to remember. May
you continue to inspire us all!
We decided to speak with Cay Parisien (one
of the Sec IV competitors) about her poem
after the school selected two poets from
each grade level to represent Marymount
at the school-board level.
While we spoke to her, Parisien explained
that she was, with good reason, very proud
of her choice of topic and her execution of
it; “I would not change it (her topic). I’m
very proud of it and a lot of people are
proud of me.” Definitely not an overstatement there.
While she may have seemed calm and confident during her presentation, she certainly is now, she was just as nervous as her

competition during her performance: “Yes.
Of course, I did feel nervous... Afterwards,
I felt good, because it’s something I’ve had
on my mind for a while and I never got to
properly heal from it. I felt like this helped
me”.
If you didn’t win this year and would like to
win next year, it may be worth taking some
notes on what kind of topic can get you at
least as far as the board level. It seems that
the best poems were those that centred
around the poet’s own experiences and life.
They were the ones that could touch a lot
of people while still being about the poet
as an individual. Cay Parisien’s poem was
definitely one of those. She explained that
she chose to write her poem, “Because it’s
something that I feel passionately about
and I realized this year that a lot of kids
have gone through the same things and,
yeah, spread awareness, you know?” “My
poem is about my family and the dysfunctional side of it which people don’t see a lot
of and things I went through and how it’s
affected me till this day and how I’m trying
to grow from it.”

RAHMAH AL-ANI FENCING TOURNAMENT

On Wednesday the 16th, Marymount had a
fencing tournament. Fencing is a modern
and exciting sport that is not only enjoyed
by many people across the globe but is also
a very dangerous sport that can cause a
person harm if not properly protected.
During our tournament, the students that
took part were very well-trained and experienced in the sport, but in the end, there
can be only one winner.

CLEVER, CLEVER HUMOUR COMEDY JOKES FROM INDEED FELLOW HUMAN,
MATHÉO MORAN

After many bouts between each participant and our physical education teacher,
Mr Bunn, George Bright was declared the
winner of the tournament and the Fencing
champion for this year. People did not seem
to be surprised. George was fast, observant
and quick with his French sword, which is
what fencing is all about.
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We are currently in the middle of the month of Ramadan. it is typically marked by feasts, festivals, an equivalent of
Ramadan is the holiest month of the year in the Hijri ca- Halloween and picnics in Iran. How does a wabbit produce
lendar (an Islamic lunar calendar consisting of 360 days) an egg? The origins of Easter are — interestingly enough
for Muslims and is the time when people reflect, grow clo- — not in Christianity but Germanic paganism. This is suser spiritually and are appreciative of what they have by pported by the only source for the etymology of the word,
abstaining from any eating or drinking from before twi- Bede the Venerable. According to the ‘Father of English
light until sunset. Why Ramadan out of all the months History’, Ēosturmōnaþ was an Anglo-Saxon month that
would fall roughly
in the year? The rearound April. In the
ason why Ramadan
Reckoning of Time,
is special is that the
IT’S
A
BUSY
HOLIDAY
SEASON
AS
HALF-A-DOZEN
he writes that it
Quran is generally
HOLIDAYS ARE CELEBRATED BY DIFFERENT
“was once called
considered to have
after a goddess of
been
‘delivered’
CULTURES AND RELIGIONS ALL IN THE SAME TIME
theirs named Ēosduring the month.
FRAME ALI AND AMIR, BADR-ELDEEN
tre, in whose hoAt the end of the
nour feasts were
month, Eid al-Ficelebrated in that
tr, a three day (sometimes one) holiday similar to Christmas is celebrated month”. As it was over a thousand years ago, it is primaby gatherings, gift-giving, etc. Now it’s time for Nowruz. rily a celebration of the natural world’s rebirth in Spring.
Nowruz is the first day of the Solar Hijri calendar — officia- Don’t pass over Pesach. Passover is a seven-day holiday
lly used in Iran and Afghanistan and (fun fact) more accu- celebrating the Exodus (ie., when God passed over the
rate than the Gregorian calendar — and usually lands on first-born sons of Moses’s followers) or an eight-day holior around 21 March. The holiday originates in Zoroastria- day outside Israel. The Holiday is celebrated with a dinner
nism — a religion as complicated as it is old — but today it with family on the first day called Seder. This dinner has a
is celebrated mostly secularly. It does however maintain set of steps to it and is centred around telling the story of
religious importance to some sects of Islam, the Baha’is the Exodus, eating certain foods and doing certain things
and Zoroastrians. A celebration marking the beginning of that are meant to remind one of the events. The rest of
a new year — its name meaning new day — as well as spring, the holiday is taken up by feasts and festivals.
ALI AND AMIR, BADR-ELDEEN

SAMANTHA WOO

homelessness
EASTER
in montreal CELLEBRATIONS
THE MONTH OF RAMADAN IS ABOUT MORE THAN
FASTING, SELF-DISCIPLINE AND SACRIFICE

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CATHOLIC AND ORTHODOX
CHRISTIANS’ CELEBRATIONS

It is also about reflecting on and showing compassion
for those who are less fortunate. This is why — if one
is unable to fast that month — a person is supposed
to donate enough food to feed a person for one whole
month.

First off, if you’re wondering why Easter lands on different
dates for the Catholics and the Orthodox, it’s because they
use different calendars! The Catholics use the Gregorian
calendar, whereas the Orthodox follow the Julian Calendar.
The Catholics celebrate Easter on Sunday, 17 April 2022,
and the Greek Orthodox celebrate it the following week, 24
April.

Not only were our lives affected by the pandemic, but
the lives of the homeless were even more so, with the
rate of homelessness doubling in Montréal. It has
been an increasing challenge to combat this situation
— therefore, we must all come together to fight homelessness and better our community.
In general, we must uphold the virtues of kindness
and ‘loving thy neighbour as thyself’ instead of treating the impoverished and unhoused as sub-humans.

Greek Easter, a 46-day fast, also known as Greek Lent, takes
place before eating a feast of food which consists of lamb,
a red-dyed egg, a representation of Christ’s blood and, sometimes, a dessert of sweet bread, called tsourek. On the
other hand, Catholics traditionally eat chocolate eggs and
fish but avoid any meats like beef or poultry. The reason for
this is because Jesus sacrificed his flesh, so fish is a food that
avoids eating meat. The main difference between Catholic
Easter and Orthodox Easter is the date.

